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Irina Gheorghe works primarily with performance, 
in combination with drawing, installation or 
video, to address the tensions which appear 
in the attempt to speak about things which are 
beyond our possibilities of observation, from 
extraterrestrial life to hypothetical planets. 

Solo shows include ‘All the Things Which Are 
Not Here’ at Swimming Pool, Sofia (forthcoming, 
2019) and ‘Preliminary Remarks on the Study of 
What Is Not There’ at the Romanian Cultural 
Institute, Berlin (2018). Solo performances 
include: ‘Foreign Language for Beginners’ at 
Chapter Thirteen/ Glasgow International (2018), 
‘Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is 
Not There’ at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane 
(2017)  and ‘The Way to Go’ in the eXplore 
dance festival, WASP Bucharest (2016).

Selected group shows include ‘The Landis 
Museum’ at Chapter Thirteen/ Glasgow 
International (2018), ‘Heroism Rises in a 
Warehouse’ at Salonul de Proiecte, Bucharest 
(2015), ‘The Heart Is Deceitful above 
All Things’ at HOME Manchester (2015), 
‘Parasite and Mimicry’ at CAC Vilnius (2014). 

Irina Gheorghe has also been working with 
Alina Popa as part of the artist duo The Bureau 
of Melodramatic Research to investigate how 
passions shape contemporary society, as well 
as our affective relationship to an unhuman 
universe.  

Bureau performances include ‘Lessons on 
Anything’ at TRAFO Gallery, Budapest (2017), 
‘The Game of Giving and Asking for Reasons’ at 
MNAC Bucharest (2016), ‘Above the Weather’ at 
MNAC Bucharest (2016) and ‘Protect Your Heart 
at Work’ at Times Museum Guangzhou (2016).

Selected Bureau solo shows include ‘Alien 
Passions’ at Skolska 28, Prague (2014) and 
‘The Bureau of Melodramatic Research: Official 
Launch’ at Galeria Posibila, Bucharest (2009).

Selected group shows include ‘The Return of 
Memory’ at HOME Manchester (2017), ‘From Bandung 
to Berlin’ at Savvy Contemporary Berlin (2016), 
‘Feminism is Politics’ at Pratt Manhattan 
Gallery New York (2016), ‘South by Southeast: 
A Further Surface’ at Times Museum Guangzhou, 
‘To the Reader’ at bak Utrecht (2013), etc.



Principles of Deviation



FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS (2015-ongoing)
performance and site-specific installation 
(notebooks, screen prints, photographic 
prints, tape)

The long term project Foreign Language for 
Beginners comes out of research into the history 
of an attempted contact with extraterrestrial 
intelligence. 

It consists of a performance, a site-specific 
installation and a series of tape collages on 
paper. The installation uses materials from 
the production process of the performance 
(photographs from previous versions, scores 
from studio notebooks) without being a 
documentation itself. There are gaps and 
disjunctions between the live event and the 
exhibition which follows or predates it, in 
the same way the hypothetical moment of a 
first contact cannot be fully comprised in 
either its preparation or its aftermath.

Foreign Language for Beginners, installation 
view, in ‘The Landis Museum’, CCA Derry, 2018



SCORES FOR FIRST CONTACT (2018-ongoing)
tape on paper, 35x50 cm

The series of tape collages elaborates on the 
themes in the performance and installation 
to create an abstract language for alien 
communication. Unlike the scores from the 
studio notebooks, which reflect the structure 
of the performance, the collages are no longer 
tied to an existing event and become open 
scripts, in which new alien languages develop 
and proliferate.











FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS (2015-ongoing)
performance and scores

Foreign Language for Beginners explores the 
dynamics and history of a potential first 
contact, as the ultimate performance, by way 
of speech, sound and movement. It’s a guide of 
conversation with the world outside the word 
by way of word, inside a room. 

The performance starts with simple messages 
that were composed and gathered, in the 
last century, to be sent into outer space. 
As the performance progresses, the mode of 
address, the language and the situation become 
increasingly uncanny. 

Foreign Language for Beginners, performance, 
in ‘The Lost Letters: between the White Cube 
and the Black Box’, Atelier 35, Bucharest, 
2015



Foreign Language for Beginners, performance, 
The Landis Museum, Chapter Thirteen/ Glasgow 
International, 2018



Foreign Language for Beginners, performance, 
The Landis Museum, Chapter Thirteen/ Glasgow 
International, 2018



Foreign Language for Beginners, performance, 
Research Pavilion, Venice Biennale, 2017



Scores for First Contact, photographic 
prints, 2017







Scores for First Contact, screen print, 2017



Foreign Language for Beginners, 
site-specific installation, 
‘The Landis Museum’, Chapter 
Thirteen/ Glasgow International, 
2018

The installation Foreign Language for 
Beginners is built around the scores 
of the performance, photographic 
documentation of earlier versions, 
and a site-specific tape structure 
which changes with each location. The 
mental space of the performance becomes 
an immersive space which surrounds 
the viewer and guides her around. 
Language itself becomes immersive; 
not only language as we know it, 
but also an abstract language, whose 
meaning is not fully accessible to 
either the viewer or the performer, 
in the same way humanlanguages would 
not be directly accessible in the 
case of alien contact. 

FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR BEGINNERS 
(2015-ongoing)
site-specific installation 
(notebooks, screen prints, 
photographic prints, tape)



Foreign Language for Beginners, 
site-specific installation in The Landis Museum, 
Chapter Thirteen/ Glasgow International, 2018







PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF WHAT IS 
NOT THERE (2017-ongoing)
performance and installation

We have, over here,
things which are not here which are, 
and, over here, we have 
things which are not here, which are not. 
In addition to these we have, somewhere over 
here, 
things of which we cannot say whether they are 
or they are not. 

The Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is 
Not There set the ground for the study of the 
unobservable. Of all the things which are not 
there, which are the ones which are and which 
are the ones which are not? How many things 
are there, which are not there, and what are 
the most appropriate methods to study them? 
The project brings together art, philosophy, 
science and the occult in search of things 
which have been and of things which have not 
been, of things which could be and of things 
which could not be. The performance maps the 
whole range of things which are not present 
in the space, and the installation becomes a 
toolbox for this exploration. 
 

Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is 
Not There, performance, Dublin City Gallery 
The Hugh Lane, 2017



Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What 
Is Not There, performance, Changing Room, 
Berlin, 2019

The performance creates a detailed map of all 
the things which are not present in each space 
in which it is shown, from things which are to 
things which are not, from things which could 
be to things which could not be. It develops 
as a guided tour through this map, of which 
both the space and the spectator become part. 
In this sense it is a site-specific work, 
not because it is tied to one space only but 
because it responds to each space differently, 
drawing a new map every time. Previous spaces 
in which the performance took place also become 
invisible presences in this mapping.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON THE STUDY OF WHAT IS 
NOT THERE (2017-ongoing)
performance



Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What 
Is Not There, performance, Inter-Format 
Symposium, Nida Art Colony, 2019



Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is 
Not There, performance, in the group show 
Imagine a World Where The Opposite of Light 
Isn’t Dark at Galeria Zona Sztuki Aktualnej 
in Szczecin/ Stettin, Poland, 2018



Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is 
Not There, performance, Dublin City Gallery 
The Hugh Lane, 2017



Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What 
Is Not There, performance, Kunci Cultural 
Studies Center, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 2018



All the Things Which Are Not There at the 
Kunci Cultural studies center, tape on table, 
2018



Preliminary Remarks on the Study of What Is 
Not There, performance, Romanian Cultural 
Institute Berlin, 2018

When the performance is presented inside the 
installation, the division of imaginary spaces 
produced by the movement is superimposed on the 
divisions of real spaces created by the immersive 
tape installation. The correspondence is not 
perfect, sometimes the lines dividing areas of 
things which are not there in the performance 
find an equivalent in visible lines, sometimes 
they don’t. Cubes of painted wood are placed in 
designated spots for members of the audience 
to be seated. In choosing a spot in the room, 
visitors occupy various areas of that which is 
not there, thus becoming, together with the 
installation, part of the work’s exploration.



All the Things Which Are Not There, 
installation, Romanian Cultural Institute 
Berlin, 2018

The installation brings together maps of things 
which were not present in previous locations 
in which the performance took place, as tape 
wall drawings extending toward the floor. The 
maps are built around precise colour codes, 
starting from the primary colours, whose 
various degrees of mixing correspond to further 
proliferations of categories. Thus, if red = 
things which are not there, which are,  blue = 
things which are not there, which are not, and 
yellow = things which are not there, of which 
we cannot say whether they are or they are not,  
then expansions could lead to, for example,  
pink = things which are not here which are, and 
which could be here with some form of support, 
usually technical, and violet = things which 
are not here which are, but which could not 
be here, irrespective of any form of support.  

The installation is a mental space become 
physical. The scores of previous versions of the 
performance create a disjointed temporality, 
in which the now of the current performance 
becomes distorted by its other “nows”. 

ALL THE THINGS WHICH ARE NOT THERE (2018) 
installation







The work consists of a photograph of the studio 
desk and eight painted wooden sticks. The desk 
is the space of that which has not been realised 
yet and of that which wasn’t in the end realised. 
The sticks belong to the unrealised space of 
the performance, objects which were supposed 
to be used but never were. They are invisible 
instruments in the performance, an invisible 
score which never left the studio, but they 
also involve an element of anticipation, as 
they might become props in a yet to be realised 
performance. They are the conditional past 
of the performance, its “could have been”, 
but also the space of the conditional, its 
“might be”, in the same way the desk is the 
“could have been” and the “might be” of the 
project. In this sense, the works addresses 
the unaccomplished and hypothetical side of a 
series of works which deal with unaccomplished 
and hypothetical realities.

INSTRUMENTS FOR THE STUDY OF WHAT IS NOT 
THERE (2018) 
photographic print and painted wooden sticks

Instruments for the Study of What Is Not 
There, installation, Romanian Cultural 
Institute Berlin, 2018



All the Things Which Are Not There at Kunci Cultural Studies 
Center, work in progress, 2019 



Techniques of Deviation: How to Find What Is Not 
There, performance, work in progress, 2018 





MA-TE-MA (2019) 
game, photographic series

Using a childrens’ game, MA-TE-MA explores the 
way abstract procedures in the space of the 
mind become physical objects, and the actions 
we might develop to engage with them. In the 
same way the installation All the Things Which 
Are Not There constructs imaginary geographies 
as concrete environments, MA-TE-MA uses 
abstract mathematical shapes as objects to be 
manipulated.





THE SPACE WHICH HAS NOT BEEN: PADDY’S ROOM
(work in progress)
video and site-specific installation

In 1860 French mathematician and astronomer 
Urban Le Verrier announced the discovery of a 
new planet in the Solar System, placed between 
the Sun and Mercury. He named it Vulcan, after 
the Roman god of fire, since it was so close 
to the Sun. Le Verrier had correctly predicted 
the existence However, consistent evidence 
of its existence was never found, and it was 
eventually disproven. 

In 2014, astronomers Chad Trujillo and Scott 
S. Sheppard noted the possible existence of a 
trans-Neptunian planet, which they argued for 
in a letter to the journal Nature. Two years 
later, astronomers Konstantin Batygin and 
Michael E. Brown made an extensive argument for 
the exstence of the planet, calling it Planet 
Nine. It was welcomed as an explanation to the 
abnormal orbits of a goup of trans-Neptunian 
objects found beyond the Kuiper Belt but, as 
its orbit would presumabely last approximately 
15000 years, the planet was never observed, 
nor will it be observed by the scientists 
currently speculating on the possibility of 
its existence. 

Far away from each other, at the two far ends of 
our solar system, the planet which might have 
been but was not and the planet which might 
be are actually not so far from each other. 
The history of space exploration is a history 
of imagined scenarios, some of which never 
reach the level of observation. The project is 
a large scale exploration into the limits of 
our understanding of outer space, and the way 
these limits manifest themselves in several 
fields of knowledge, from art to philosophy to 
the natural sciences. 



The film looks at cosmic objects which are 
placed at the limits of existence, from those 
which were believed to be true in the past 
and now discredited (Planet Vulcan) to those 
whose existence is possible but not proven 
(Planet Nine). What is the status of these 
objects and how can we relate to them? What is 
the role of time in this exploration and what 
are the distortions that it brings about? The 
oldest, still working planetarium was built 
by Eise Eisinga in the Dutch town Franeker 
and was completed in 1781. It was built in 
Eisinga’s living room. Starting from this 
example, the film uses a family living room 
which no longer exists as a setting for new 
cosmic explorations.





THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE 
(2014-ongoing)
video-performance

Look out there.
Find a location whose structure is 
appropriate for the intended purpose.
Make sure the structure has no particular 
usage, an ambivalent usage, or a usage that 
is no longer known.
Carry out an action which leaves a trace. 
Make sure the trace is mininal and ephemeral.
Carry out an action which leaves no trace.
Leave the spot.

The action is a point, crossed by multiple 
lines. It is not a sequence which unfolds 
in time, it is a singular spot. It punctures 
time, it is a punct rather than a point. A 
puncture, a hole made by a sharp object. The 
moment in which something happens becomes an 
empty point.



The Attack of the Lateral, installation view 
in ‘Goodbye Language’, Atelier 35, 2015



THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
SHED (2017)
video-performance

A character, wearing a long black overcoat, is 
trying to bring a burning candle from point A 
to point B. In the course of the journey, the 
wind blows out the candle. The character has to 
go back to the initial point, light the candle 
again, and proceed on the same route. Once 
again, because of the wind, the candle goes 
out. Once again, the character returns, and 
proceeds again. The action goes on repeatedly 
until the candle reaches point B.



THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
IMPRECISION (2015)
video-performance

A character, wearing a long black overcoat, 
appears at the entrance of a metro station  
called Preciziei (Precision) with a ladder. 
She climbs up the ladder and, using thin 
black tape, adds the letters IM at the 
beginning of the station’s name, thus 
changing it to Impreciziei (Imprecision). 
According to accounts by local witnesses, two 
weeks later the two extra letters were still 
there.



Imprecision, view as part of the Transelectric installation, in 
‘Heroism Rises in a Warehouse’, Salonul de Proiecte, Bucharest, 
2015



TRANSELECTRIC (2015)
mixed-media installation (video, photography, artist book, wood, 
tape)

Transelectric is a parascientific study which 
brings together the modernist campus of the 
Politehnica University in Bucharest, the 
Science and Technology Almamac and the metro 
station Precision (previously Industries). 
Transelectric is placed at the occult borders 
of the exact sciences and explores the unclear 
zones in which they are invaded by the inexact, 
the unknown and the irrational. It is a study 
of aesthetic engineering and poetic technology 
which questions the position of artistic 
practice between ‘realist’ disciplines and the 
humanities, between the unhuman real and the 
unreal human. The transelectric methodology 
includes criptoaritmetics, laterology and 
paraenergetics, deploys an armamentarium of 
secrecy and enjoys the grace of Saint Five, 
the protector of Politehnica.

Transelectric, mixed media installation, in 
‘Heroism Rises in a Warehouse’, Salonul de 
Proiecte, Bucharest, 2015









UNTITLED (SMALL TOOLBOX) (2015)
artist book

Compiled from the archives of the Science and 
Technology Almanac, published in Romania as 
a supplement to the Science and Technology 
Magazine between 1945-1989, the book is a 
collection of articles selected around the theme 
of secrecy. It has no title and no commentary, 
following the model of an occult manual. With 
subjects ranging from methods of surveillance 
to tricks of dissimulation, from technological 
espioanage to crypto-arythmetic exercises, the 
articles assemble an armamentarium of mystery 
extracted from fields aiming to reveal the 
unknowns of the universe.











JOHN, YOU LIKE HER, DON’T YOU? (2015)
mixed-media installation (photographic prints, notebooks, framed 
poster)

John, You Like Her, Don’t You? (2015), 
installation view in ‘The Heart is Deceitful 
Above All Things’, HOME Manchester (2015)

The project centers on a collection of files 
that I compiled with Sabina, my school friend, 
between 1994 and 1996 in Ploiesti, Romania. 
Gathered in a notebook and several additional 
documents, it contains extensive information 
on 100 subjects, all of whom were older boys 
from the local school we were attending who 
we believed were the best looking guys in the 
school. As stated in the notebook, the whole 
enterprise was regarded as the beginning of 
a detective/spy career and was treated with 
all the seriousness of intelligence gathering, 
with the whole range of investigation methods 
proper to the pre-internet period. These varied 
from eavesdropping in the corridor, following 
the subjects home and talking to their 
neighbours to find out addresses and other 
family information, and using a coded sign 
language in the schoolyard that would allow 
us to spend time in their proximity without 
revealing the nature or scale of our interest 
in them. All the data gathered, together 
with the respective methods that led to its 
collection, was pedantically registered.









THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
SIGNALS (2014)
video-performance

A character, wearing a long black overcoat, 
appears on an unidentified beach. She uses 
movements of the arms to send what appears to 
be a series of messages, aimed at undetected 
recipient somewhere in the distance. The 
messages contain elements belonging to several 
communication systems, but their meaning has 
not been deciphered. 

Watch the film here: 
https://vimeo.com/117411278



THE ATTACK OF THE LATERAL: SEVERAL WAYS TO GET TO THE OTHER SIDE
BORDER (2014)
video-performance

A character, wearing a long black overcoat, 
appears at the border between Lithuania 
and Kaliningrad. The border is situated in 
a remote beach area and is unguarded. The 
character is painstakingly carrying a stack 
of long sticks. Gradually, a second border is 
built, one meter in from the original border. 
An empty area is created in between the two 
borders.

Watch the film here: 
https://vimeo.com/114674871



work with the Bureau of Melodramatic Research
for more info see

http://thebureauofmelodramaticresearch.blogspot.com/


